
Billy Showell held a well-attended two-day workshop 
at Eden to demonstrate her techniques in drawing 
and painting tulip flowers and leaves. Everyone 
attending was keen to try Billy’s wet-in-wet method of 
botanical painting, and during the two days Billy gave 
demonstrations, and lots of useful advice, interspersed 
with opportunities for those present to try things out 
using subjects of their choice. I have included some 
description of the demonstrations here as this will be 
useful to those interested in her methods and will be a 
reminder to those who were present.

Initially she demonstrated how she makes her drawings, 
giving a few basic tips such as: noting the slight 
widening of the stem where it meets the tulip flower; 
and checking the flow of the lines to ensure that when 
the line of a stem is broken by a leaf, for example, the 
lines stay continuous and match up visually. She spoke 
briefly about composition at this stage, pointing out that 
leaves folding over look better if viewed turned slightly 
to the left or right, rather than directly facing the viewer.

Billy started with a yellow tulip and after completing a 
drawing of the flower, she removed any excess graphite 
with blu-tac and then explained how she treated yellow 
flowers as though they were white by painting in the 
shadows before using a final wash of yellow paint. The 
colours for the shadows were mixed by creating neutral 
grey, lilac, and a more greeny shade from a collection of 
Sennelier paints. She used Moulin de Roy paper and has 
her own range of brushes.

Billy uses a wet-in-wet technique and started off by 
putting a wash of water on the paper; when this was 
shimmering, she dropped in some pale green at the base 
as tulips are slightly paler here, lilac at the top of the 
petals where there was shadow, and lines of grey down 
the petals where there are creases. After building up the 
shadows, she then put in some warm yellow tones in 
areas of bright colour and between petals, then removed 
any remaining pencil lines. The final wash was of a mix 
of lemon yellow and warm yellow, removing highlights 
by sweeping the brush through and blending away from 
the light area. Detail was added by using a fine liner with 
yellow paint and running lines through the highlights, 
fanning out from the bottom of the petals. Billy does this 
quickly, one line after another, as this helps to get them 
closer together. Finally, she tidies up the painting, lifting 
any darker areas and checking corners and edges, before 
a final wash of lemon yellow.

Billy then started work on the leaf. She had drawn 
a folded leaf, taking care to ensure the lines looked 
continuous and there was no lump at the edges of 
the fold. She made up 3 tones of green colour using 
phthalocyanine blue, cobalt blue and lemon yellow. 
She put a wash of water on the leaf first and looked 
closely at the leaf to note where the main highlight 
could be seen, running across the top near the fold. She 
then dropped a light green paint into the shimmering 
water layer, smoothing out with a brush and lifting the 
highlights.
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Another glaze was used to drop colour into the darker 
areas, softening the edges and tidying up with an 
eradicator brush. This was followed by wet on dry brush 
work, running a finer brush though to indicate the veins, 
using a damp brush to blur after. Billy pointed out that 
the lines need to curve at the top where the leaf folds. 
Final weak glazes used were yellow at the bottom, 
blending into cobalt blue at the top, lifting out the 
highlight. The underside of the leaf was painted using 
similar techniques, but with darker colours as this was in 
shadow.

Billy also demonstrated how to draw and paint a purple 
tulip, and a red and yellow one. For the petals of the 
purple flower, she started with a water glaze, then used 
a lemony green at the base and allowed this to dry. 
She then put more water on, waited for this to give a 
sheen, and dropped in purple colour made from a mix 
of dioxizine purple and rose madder lake, putting deeper 
colour in the darker areas and running colour down 
in bands through the petals. The edges were softened 
with a damp brush and some colour pulled through 
into the lighter areas. Highlights were lifted out, and 
the bottom edge teased in towards the green. Billy then 
used a pencil to mark in the position of some of the fine 
veins running through the petals, and painted these in, 
adding finer lines between. She used the eradicator to 
lighten up the highlights. Using a mix of Shin Han bright 
violet with helios purple, Billy put a water glaze over the 
petals and dropped in colour where it needed to be more 
intense, blending in the edges of these areas.

Veins were softened and “smooshed a bit”.  Billy 
summarised this process as:

- First glaze, water, dropping in colour and blending

- Add detail and the fine lines

- Use the eradicator over highlights and to tidy edges etc

- Final glaze, water, dropping in colour blending and 
softening

For stems, Billy explained that it is sometimes easier 
to draw the lines horizontally by turning the paper 
sideways. To paint the stem, she ran water down the 
middle of the drawn stem and then the green paint 
down one edge, going from left to right, then turned 
the paper round and ran paint along the other edge. 
If highlights are on one side, the water should be run 
down that side and the other side painted, with a fine 
line added to mark the edge on the lit side. She pointed 
out that the stem is lighter where the leaves join.

Billy showed how to create a deckled edge on the paper 
using a special ruler with a sharp rough edge. She said 
this should preferably be done before painting.

This was a fun and inspiring two days with an 
interesting and charismatic teacher. Everyone left armed 
with ideas and packs of Moulin de Roy paper, paint 
sets and brushes, ready to improve their skills in using 
washes, mixing colours, lifting out highlights and veins, 
painting in fine lines, and using an eradicator.
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